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Borderlands 2 lvl 72 character

Borderlands 2 level 72 save. Borderlands 2 level 72. Borderlands 2 lvl cap. Borderlands 2 level 73. Borderlands 2 level cap.
Its fall is not in terrible elements and damage if you lose your crust. It also works very well with Phaselock and converge, 2 tugs are better than one. This is the dream of a nurse who comes true. These are legendary adaptive shields and seraph. Elements: None, Scanning, Fire, Shock, Corrosive Bã´Nus Crit: 20% Type C Best Peanks: DAHL Stock,
VLAF GRIP Best Prefix: Fook or Swift Location: Seraph Supplier in DLC3 Sawmill © a pierus bandit that is always on fire and throws a project that is divided into 3 after the time defined in the air and each of these 3 leaves in a tag and explodes. Elements: Fire, Shock, Corrosive, Better Prefix Sliding: Rugged or Rnsenable Place: Nonnico, Enter
anywhere, Gold and Red Breast are your best chance. Elements: No Crit Bã´Nus: 580% Type to Best Peanks: DAHL / Hyperion Stock, Jakobs Grip Best Prefix: Tumtum (Bee) Skookum (No Bee) or Klook (Incidence Rate) Location: You It gets this to beat the invincible vorison. It does not come with a scope and has an arched fire pattern. Elements: Bã
´Nus of Incarnation: 100% without reaper better peans: Bandidos Adherance, Hyperion Stock Best Prefix: Gentle Location: You get this from caves in the cave caves. Location: Best LLM Statistics: OP8: Health 62%, Ammo 85% x 2 72: Saãº of 58.8%, Ammo 81% x 2 61: Saãº of 54.4%, Ammo 75.5% x 2 50: 50 %, munm 70 % x 2 from the sheriff's badm,
yes, that's good for pistols, but DPS adds huge. Rifles (back to top) interfator is a Serafe Hyperion shotgun that is by far the largest DPS shotgun in the game. Neogenator / Evolution To start here I have used both and have difficulty finding a better one, let it leave the battle to another t.potian. He fires in a 3 -round explosion while you are scope, but
the 3 prosecutors do not follow the same line For them as well as slow bullet speed. Best pieces: Maliwan, Maliwan, Hyperion Neo Location: Spyco in the Frostburn Canyon Evo Localization: From Herperioso Herperioso In DLC1 3. Personally, I love the precision that the bursts have. Elements: Fire Splash Bonus: 50% Do not reapter better pieces:
maliwan grip, dahl stock best prefix: accelerated or consuming location: scorch in frostburn canyon drops this good touch / bad touch these are purple Maliwan SMGS exclusive from Moxxi. Very bad points are good for healing in Endgame. Instead of 6 you earn 3 rockets, but much easier to find and the trick will also do. This also comes on all
elements. This varies full of person to person.Q: Can my friends hold FG for me while I'm locked? A: Absolutely not. The fall is tears through a limited sniper ammunition. Due to your quick delivery, this is the best granade mod in the game for the Min-Max Play style or just the healing in general with the Moxxi weapons. It does not do the interface
interface or conference interface, but much for mobs, can handle most of the bosses without problems and can even overthrow some raid bosses as well. As I said above the destruction of spinners and its high rate of fire means that you can hit the console fire rate of 30, and with the ogre damage that is more than enough to deal with anything. So it
has the same bullet speed that all Jakobs snipers have different from all other explosive weapons. Helios is the weak point here does not do the damage that was designed for the late game, but the damage and points are more than enough to fill your health bar with a Phaselock and Moxxi gun. But once you uncheck that they will have your highest
DPS, because the ability to easily criticize them with them and stay on the target with fast moving enemies. After all this kindness, the pellets continue to move after the impact by giving you even more dps making it great with a restriction and current reaction. Adds damage, fire rate and ffil time, and Players using a badge of deputies, adds 15% is
their health and more ffil time. Spinners suffer from very bad hip disadvantage, but Phaselock and and It facilitates the scope and remove the convergent multidion. Shots a sword that acts like a mirv grenade when it hits by blowing everywhere and should have 85% splash damage like other Torgu shotguns. Stinger another Vladof pistol, this one
serafim. It is always a fun grenade, but now it is fun and ãº. Best Peancies: Maliwan, Maliwan, Hyperion Location: You get it from bunker. She is one of the few characters in the game that can go back without abusing an offering offer even at high upper. We can not give a definitive yes to this, because you can do something to change this answer in
the future.q: I have old warnings that I want to be removed, how do you A: While locked you can not get warning removed.Q: What do I do if my mediator is not online? A: If you are paying with one of the FG, just send the FG to your mediator and they take care of it when they are online. Refunding with items, you can PM any mediator of the
reimbursement mediator found in the Scam Reamy guide: If I pay my friend's fraud with my FG, I get back? A: You will only get your FG back if your friend who is blocked decides to pay back / when they are unlocked.D2JSP does not take responsibility for paying or not back. So, to crist with this weapon you have to shoot below the striking point, the
distance below depends on the speed of the bullet, to accelerate the effects the distance from the sweet point. As it is an Etech, you can get it from suppliers, chest, random drops, but gold and baãºs in red are your best bet. Maintaining the rest of the great statistics of Dahl Barrel arras, with very low retreat, ranged fire rate and Jakobs Crit Bã´Nus.
Because cooldown is the team that means is smaller than cooldown in the legend with. They are still at the top. Location: Sheriff in lynchwood. It used Horrible, but it has a 500% damage bed in the caters to the loot and increased the radius of explosion. The snake has a one Damage to the card, slow incense rate, recharges of sniper shooter jakobs
pattern and a quite low backward for Jakobs. Assault rifles (back to top) Bekah to Jakobs Pearl that shoots a single shot, followed by a slow motion project that, after a definite distance is divided into three and quickly gains speed, also has Cryptic critical damage from most Jakobs s. Both have in the low rates of the 90s and incure around 15,
depending on the pieces. You can not, in any condition, create more than one account per person. It is not allowed to share accounts - just one person on account is allowed. No monetary sale of anything, from or through this site, including, but not limited to: accounts, virtual goods, gold beads, cd-keys.no begging or requesting donations for real
products or virtual, including, but not limiting themselves to, brother or money. No negotiations or sale of real life items out of the trick of the donor. Encouraging, helping or facilitate others to violate the rules or policists of the place. Rules and Designer Guidelines (violations may result in loss loss loss loss loss loss loss loss loss loss to have a
signature): All size of your signature do not It should exceed 400 pixels wide by 150 pixels high. Text section of your signature should not exceed 6 lines of text if you do not include images and 3 lines of text if you have an image. Total size of the images contained in your signature should not exceed 70 kilobytes. , Profile Rights and Formal Gold Use.
It comes in all elements. Pbfg this is a Etech that is the small version of the Norfleet, only one orb, 2 municipalities and many damage. If you take me the gross file at noon tomorrow, I could finish this and fix the colors unless you want to do so. Honorable mentions (back to the top) Ogre The ogre is a legendary weapon of Torgu Spinner. Like all
Maliwan SMGs, all good statuses are good, and it has 50% splash damage like the PC. Beat an enemy in the crust and they die with this weapon. 1 As I understand hey, just being, I was looking at it now and I noticed that some of your entries are colorfully colorful, a list: Nukem hm for laundering all with all blocks of blood I also I noticed that it
seems that you started doing a reformat, but stopped in part (I really like the format you were changing to), so that. The Neo has a smaller capacity, but a more rude delay. The bullet has an arc for him and the weapon does not come with a scope giving him a learning curve. No letting the fool you are a beast. Elements: Corrosive Breathing Blood:
80% Non Reaper Best Peanks: Dahl Grip Best Prefix: Neutralizing Location: Dragger Knuckle Drops. This Hyperion pistol has the highest striking bã´nus in the game at 800%, with a good rare fire and decent Mag size size that looks almost like the dog. Hyperionbreaker Hyperion Moxxi Shotgun, throws a fixed heart -shaped patten, and 2% healing
added to it, and always comes in flames. ** Blurred Trevist +Fire Rate +6 Chain Reaction +5 Life Faucet or Cynamic Reflections As the above, if you use it with a you have the best combination of you. The. LASCAUX This is an original blue DHL SMG and its ability is a shotgun such as bullet propagation with a fixed, retreating pattern. This has a
huge ray of splash, making it easy to reach vain targets, but it cannot be criticized. This works well with Melee or any close and personal base. Hoplite this huge shield shield strip All of its health, in fact, takes so much that the above versions op3 take all their health, as their health does not increase in no op. The hail has a special Crit modifier that
you can learn here, and a large 80%splash damage. You have splash damage to him and his incoming in a scope. Elements: Better Fire Peans: Dahl Stock, Bandit Grip Best Prefix: Wyld Ass Location: llm â € ¢ s or omgwth in the peak serafim this is a Dahl Serafim weapon that acts as an e-tech but no It is one, the consumption and more accurate
municipality. You understood to complete the 5th round in the Cãmão of the Creature Matrix. This sniper fires a bullet that is divided into 3 and is not listed so that each one can obtain damage to the amplifier and has a very high, large magazine and very little retreat rate. If your main weapon (s) is jakobs than that is worth using, it is a very large
DPS bed and makes the weapons much more lost. What really makes it a chance to add municipality to your clip while you are throwing that you have to recharge frequency, and how the sirens recharge during a Phaselock is a terrible thing . No throw close to yourself. This is one of the biggest DPS grenades in the game, and with Regen allows you to
spam them more. Location: OP8: OP8: Corrosive 28.8%, Explosive 30.5%, Fire 29.7%, Elemental No 25.9%, Shock 33%, 39%Shield Capacity, Recharging Shield 39 %72: Corrosive 27.6%, Explosive 29%Incidence 28.3%, no elementary 24.8%, shock 31.9%, shield capacity 36.6%, shield recharge 36.6%61: Corrosive 25 , 8%, explosive 27%, fire 26.3%,
no elementary 23.2%, shock 29.8%, shield capacity 33.3%, shield recharges 33.3%50: Corrosive 24%, explosive 24.8%, fire 24.2%, no elemental 21.6%, shock 27.5%, 30%shield capacity, shield recharges 30%honorable mentions Allegance Relãquias I spent a few time testing of loyalty and this was about the only one who really was worth it, Because
bones and elementary relapses do not affect 99.99% of Jakobs weapons, and there are many of these weapons at this top. Honorable mentions â € - Hellfire This is a legendary Maliwan SMG that is a link back to Borderland's weapon 1. You need to be able to scope frog I put it with this because it had to hit the fire button for each shooting, moving it
and the scope can be difficult for fast moving enemies. My favorite pieces are all thugs. With the fast fire rate, pellets are not listed, vast amount of pellets and elemental bonus, no shotgun comes close to their damage. I also find many of them on the digistruck peak. On the contrary of the Splatguns, this does not shoot in an arc, the balls go narrow.
If they added two good skills to this, it would be up with the cat with. It is incite as any Spingun that accelerates over time, the bullets move slowly and bow slightly, and after a distance each division in 3 bullets enormously increasing their DPS. To balance this, there are some of the damage of the lower base in the game. Elements: none, scaper, fire,
shock, corrosive best pieces: torgie stock, hyperion grip Best prefix: practicable location: warrior, or cute wizard a Moxxi shotgun from Etch Hyperian Moxxi. Elements: None, Scaperia, Fire, Shock, Corrosive The Best Parts: Torgas Stock, Bandit Grip Best Prefix: Practicable Location: From LLM â "¢ S or Omgwth or Tubbies. The only reason I'm
covering here is so you can not use them. Blood of the ancients This E-tech relatis adds health and up to 2 munition capabilities. I thought it was the grip that gave Armas Dahl an extra bullet in his explosion and the stock. You throw away and illuminating houses on your target closer and if the others are closer, it will run and reach several targets.
OP8: 39% damage 72: 37% damage 61: 33% damage 50: 30% damage Damage Water This can be better than a bloodsome because, in certain constructions, you will not benefit from the stacking of health, and this may also include include In addition, or can stack a kind even more if you get 2 parts on the same type of pistol for another 3% added to it
or at all 3 of the same type of pistol by 6% added to it. It is the best shield of the new, unlike most New Shields, this continues to launch the new new to recharge. With a Dahl stock, it is a 4-round explosion and a 3 round explosion. There is much more to say about it in addition, that powerful enemies even meat can be melted for it. The speed of
movement is a great bonus and its recharge fee is huge. It can also come with elementary resistance. They are the room in damage, the second best fire rate, the third best precision and the best recharge speed. In the right hands, this weapon can destroy. It may suffer when there are not many bullets in the area where you are fighting (or all the DLC
in which it was done), but unlike other shields like the farce, he stands out for himself as A good shield. As the Blockhead, it is not a tediore with whom you spam recharging, the reload is just a bonus. It consumes 3 bullets per photo and 12 or 9 by bursts, depending on the stock. When you throw in this magic weapon after it affects, you get a second
bullet that hits above the first shot and then splits into 5 bullets. This causes huge damage, but shoot very close to yourself and you will be down. This means that there is no wing or start, if you can continue to kill with it and life life will become a human Moxxi weapon. Elements: None, Fire, Shock, Corrosive, Scadian BÃ3 Crystal BÃ3: 800% Type
Best Pieces: Bandit Grip Best Prefix: Win-win or Honorable Dawkers (back to top) Hornet a Corrosion pistol dahl only with an explosion of 6 rounds and a round of 6 round and 80% of splash damage, this will overloads loaders and other armored targets. You can obtain In the LLM tubbies, or omgwth. In addition, they are very hard with some
weekends. With this and the lifeline increased, it is a very well rounded control, damage, healing, recharge and control of multidoes. He falls from Boll in Transfers share. Sham This is a legendary absorption shield that can have until 94% chance to absorb bullets and turn them into ammunition. Oh, yes, you also heal, you like all Moxxi weapons, and
if you use them for ffil and get up, it's with total health. Quasar This is a Grenada of Singularity Hyperion Shock, she has the biggest poll of singularity in the game and, while she is pulling and waiting for the explosion, it has a shock damage effect. This includes sloppy or misleading links (including tools to shorten or overshadow a link). Do not steal
or deceive other users in or out of D2JSP for any good or virtual. It is not allowed several accounts - only one account per person is allowed. Cartom increases are also better. The chain reaction also allows you to kill several targets with a photo with chain reaction, ruin and converge due to extra pellets. Swordsplosion !!! Many people can say that this
should be in Top 4 and may be right. Legendary Siren Class Mod + Cool Down Rate; 72: 49% OP8: 53% + weapon damage; 72: 36% OP8: 39% +5 Ward +5 Accelerate +5 Mind of Mind +5 FLINGER +5 The prediction increases the speed of motion while using the Phaselock, this is probably the # 2 when it comes to DPS , it is not the grim reacer or
naufador, but always with 39% gum damage compensates for this, and the 10/5 ward keeps the bee very well if you are using it. These 3 secondary graces are not listed so that you get complete amplifier damage, and your highly accurate incense and the fastest incurs you can pull the trigger until 13 -14 Rate of incur. However, they reflect bullets,
but these reflected bullets can damage and kill them. All other statistics are decent for Jakobs shooters. Elements: BÃ'nus of Income Chromica: 150% Type A Best Paces: Dahl / Hyperion Stock, Jakobs Grip Best Prefix: Venture Local: Climbing Drops in the caves. Both high elementary resistance to any element that attacked it by the last, after 80%
resistance. To the contrary of other e-techs, it only takes 1 1 by shooting and can be christic. This shield has a delay in more than 200 seconds, keeping them down, but not just causing damage to you, but a new explosive that shoots every body by very damage. This is huge with falls of fleet, allowing you to always have increased speed of up to 110%.
Although this weapon makes some skill for grieving it, it can be played as an elite shooter and as a SMG. Honorable men (back to top) Cobra This is a single jakobs sniper riffle, and the only elite sniper of the game with explosive. It takes a while to get used to, but when you do it is a very strong and very funny air too. Is not the stock not the handle 1
like the minigun dahl? Elements: None, Scady, Incurio, Shock, Corrosive Chrome B &US: 75% Type A Best Pieces: Dahl Stock, Hyperion / Bandit Grip Best Prefix: Rights or Proactive Locating: Bunker Drug. The points are not what they were in Borderlands 1, so many people do not like this weapon. He always appears with a blade and can not get
another ACC and only is effective closely to the medium interval. You really need to learn this weapon to make it a great. He also has very high elementary chances, one of the best weapons of scary. This is always shock, which is great for my love for Maya's removal shield. These balls move very slow and just for a short distance before they dissipate,
making it good only to a very close reach. All the topics and answers should be on the topic and relevant to the content of the discussion and the sub-drug in which it is created. No nudity, pornography or sexually suggestive content. FREE VIOLÃO. There are no violations of the law. It is not the use of the personal photos of another user or
information without express permission. No personifications of another user or person. Not swearing topical titles, user names, guild names, of photos or other similar resources. Plug. £ o Baminary, Hacks, Bots, Explorations or Third Party Not authorized authorized any game or program. With your brazen shot and maxion damage, this thing is a
killer if you are good enough to use it. . Finally, it is the great ray of splash, with Converge and Ruãna, you reach many targets in a Phaselock. Location: The best LLM OP8 statuses: Recharge 47%, elementary 39%72: Recharge 43.8%, elementary 37%61: Cooldown 39.4%, elementary 33%50: Recharge 35%, elementary 30 % 2. Being a bandit has a
larger clip that helps a lot, because most RL have very slow recharge, also come in all elements and explosive. Hyperion these are the most accurate, but due to the reverse retreat, you will waste your first photos and with the consumption of municipalities that may be a problem. With the 8 pellets, he wonders with chain reaction. Hammer Buster and
Serafim are good, but I think Minigun is better. The enormous incom's rate is your biggest bã´nus, with Wreck the DPS of this thing is simply, puts less pellets by shooting than some others, but with its speed that is not a problem. This does not have DPS from the front of the storm, but sometimes it does more to keep enemies with attractiveness to
suffer damage. Elements: Fire, Shock, Corrosive, Breen Bã´Nus Slice: 100% in Reaper Best Parts: Jakobs Grip Best Prefix: New and Enhanced Localization: You obtain this by defeating the old Destroation Dragans £ o In DLC4. Each children's bullet deals the same damage as in the card and 50% of splash damage. The dog also has one of the reverse
setbacks, if not the most rude, of all the weapons of Hyperion, making it very rough. Now, with Grog, you get this as a reward is a more common choice than before. In addition, all this breathing damage is good with shields of amplifiers and shock walks. I look at the following way: it is better to be Without FG than being blocked and not being able to
use FG. Fg. Guarantee that I am unlocked in the future? A: It depends entirely on your action. You have to be careful about it, but it can be a Matanãa Mother. What do not love. 2. With the bosses of invasions throwing the scan so much that it helps to keep them escapes for you to make your DPS on them. This is pure Torgue, Slow Prophel, Slow Fire
Rate, slow recharge, massive damage and explosion !!! You also receive your Moxxi healing of 2.5%. EVO has a larger capacity and longer delay. Add all these things to the chain of reaction and converge and mobs fall ruffle, I let go of how many enemies I kill in each Phaselock. As it is a moxxi also healing you by damage done while in your mother,
includes damage to Phaselock, point damage, grenade damage. Although it has been mainly outlassed by the Gargue, the ruby can punch and kill for a manner to the grog's constraint, but it is not impressive to do so, so many leave it for the groge. It can be inefficient for mobbing because of how municipality can be soaked. Which means that it has an
established distance to cause damage, but this distance is a huge DPS, beyond the distance almost not not being dps. More saãº of you means sweet release and heal more for everyone. All the other PCs are the same, not these. Both are the best shield for a Maya nurse. The low fire rate of this weapon is not a question because of the amount of pellets
that goes out, with the chain reaction is better than almost all other pistols, also to heal teammates. The son of Crawrax HH Pack Ruby The Ruby is a Pistol is a 12% cure moxxi, additional crit bã 'and its typical Maliwan pistol splash. Florentina is a beer of the plasma casma, comes only in Maliwan and shots both the scanning and the shock at the
same time, the bullet is shock and splash is scale. Location: Badass wizards of mothers DLC4 x4 This is another mother grenade. If you do not Outside it, you may be as effective as possible with ogre and even more in certain situations. Turtle shell can be very similar to a blocking with skills as uncomfortable and wing, massive capacity, but you can
add elementary immunities to them. Bone of the ancients This E-Tech relatis adds elementary damage and recharge fee. This may have a slow delay as a 1.79. Elements: Crystal Banus and Explosive Splash: 110% Type A and 80% Full Reaf Best Parts: DAHL / HYPERION Stock, Jakobs Grip Best Prefix: Tumtum (Bee) or Skookum (without bee) location:

Burners in the League Defeat DLC2 The only Blue Sniper Dahl that is one of the most powerful snipers of the game. Make this one of the best grenades of scary, for it covers a large area and lasts a long time. Page 2 Page 2 3D2JSP Site Rules that your account is your responsibility and is your responsibility to meet and follow all the rules of the site.
Backing a rule or policist of the site can result in one or all of the following punishment: + 10% warning, suspension, gold blocking fan, account prohibition, disabled account. The interpretation of rule violations depends on the exclusive criterion of the D2JSP team. Elements: shock ba'nus: 100% in the secondary explosion of pellets 150%, without
better reaper: maliwan best prefix: powerful location: you can get this from the captain flynt in the base game or Sparky Flynt in Sir Hammerlock vs. There is no time time, no minimum time and no time maximum. This can easily be the top 4 if you learn the gun and your dps can accompany virtually any shotgun. Best parts: Maliwan, Maliwan,
Maliwan Location: You get the conclusion of the lateral mission best day of your mother's day of all time in the highlands. Think about having the blasting ba'nus on your weapon all the time and double sink when you phaselock, only pistols. This is finally accompany the heavy â /lon tathers with dps. Playability Movies: Blutfatal in Pyro Pete Bandit
Bandit Launcher These are the small versions versions The Badaboom and still pack a punch. The google triggers a tight propagation with your high precision and high rates of fire, making it easier to believe what you are pointing out. Both have health regen that increases as their shield takes damage. Because almost nothing in the game is resistant
to the shock that makes this a large pistol to carry and easy to rip shells and more. Also in this way torn shields, enemies spun and grouped to facilitate the footprints. Elements: Best Pieces: Jakobs Grip, Hyperion Stock Best Prefix: Lustlers or DOC Location: You can achieve this from Omnd-Omnd-Ohk in DLC 3. The projects move slow, but every
bullet It is divided into 3 a pass, the other 2 are out in opposite directions and return to the impact. This is a legendary torgrove that shoots a slow bow and a cloud of mushrooms blows in the impact. This thing makes a ton of damage and the contrary of most of the minds that you do not want to launch, will be a complete clip because of the damage it
does, and the small rifle munition. Maliwan Maliwan PC does what Maliwan does, better points. It takes 3 ammunition by shooting and with a limit of 33 rockets that it limited in its use out of the stratification. This is also a reason for which maya is great with it, Phaselock and Maggie are a bond made in the sky. With chain reaction added to it you get
2 explosions, and for healing, the splash radius will cure teammates, with only 1 point in restoration. They have the biggest damage, the slowest rates, the fourth in accuracy and the third best recharge. The central bullet has 100% splashes and the others around 70%. With a lot of skag or psychics that run towards you, you can achieve various
targets at the same time with the way the fire paint is, or close, just put a lot of pain in an enemy. Twister one of my favorites in the game, throws a wide propagation of shock that group thinner in the form of tornado while traveling. KR suffers a little sizing, the benefits of life life tap this. This is a legendary vladof shooter, and the only weapon that
can approach pimpernel dps at Maya and may be better on some bosses. You can get this from the seraphery provider in the DLC2 meteor shower another DLC2 Seraph grenade. This is the MIRV grenade takes higher damage than normal and more child grenades. Can do this, I totally forgot that I did not finish, as it should be the most part, I will put
on the navigation links soon, well, it also list only killing the GHG master as the source of the seraphim and Not for the seraph shop in Oasis's edition: You also realized that the children's grenades of O-Spawns, but they leave out that they can also have 8 derch: with a Dahl stock ... Do not you mean adherence to Sandhawk? The distance that the
second impact happens depends on the speed of your shot, and each of the 5 children's 5th fruits can criticize if hit. This is probably the only spectic relative of the weapon that can increase more damage than good in certain situations. The health health regeneration in the card is not much, but increase your maximum health, and the size of the MAG
is useful for you and your team. With the constant regulation of Constant Health of the Mod, you can obtain a hoplite to make your health to return to more than 50% of healthy every second, if fall below and abuse the gate of health to make it a tank very strong. It was a very low capacity and a bad shield in areas not bullet, but with noon is difficult to
hit heavy areas. Therefore, it recharges in less than 2 seconds and sometimes less than 1 second to instantaneous. It is almost like having a better balanced kr and a scadian version of impaler in a very solid shield. This is another hyperion shotgun. OP8: Precision recovery 115%, 85% magazine size, retreat -56.5% 72: 61% precision recovery, 81%
magazine size, retreat -55, 8% 61: Accuracy recovery Magazine size 75.5%, retreat -54.6% 50: 100% accuracy recovery, 70% magazine size, retreat -53.5% elementary relatis, these are as as Bone, but there is no coolown, especially here because there is no explosive bone. You should use the contact botan at the bottom of each padga if you need to
welfare. Hours.Q: I see many people who have not yet been helped. The period of warning removal varies according to the number of warnings you received. If your account reaches 100% warnings, you are disabled or banned for any reason, it will not be restored and you may not return to the site now or at any time in the future. Email support is not
provided under any condition. All DLC4's mother grenades regenerate grenades. Usually, I don't need extra damage and, as I like to use many harmony skills, the extra of the extra time, and the municipality is wonderful for us, elite shooters and shotgun uses . Honorable (back to top) Rough Rider this is the Jakobs Shield and they did it right, with no
shield capacity, but increases their total health and provides resistance to 20% general damage. Elements: Fire (good) corrosive (bad) Crit bonus: 70% Type to Best Peanlines: Maliwan Grip, Dahl Stock Best Prefix: accelerated or consummated location: Tip Miss Moxxi and she gives them, you are You can get evil once a character, well as many times
you want. The francs should be a shot that kills in the head or in the chrical point and that does it. If you get all the teasions to converge to the christic point, you get the biggest dps bã´nus, and you are not difficult to do. The bullets shoot the narrow and â € œTaâ € reaching everything in the area, when interfering, the speed of the bullet is very
rough, becoming more effective for flying or moving targets PIDO. These are the reasons for which their honorable member. Rockets of rockets (back to top) Norfleet is a legendary legendary of Tech Maliwan, throws 3 spheres and when they land or explode everything near or in their patch A splash around them and everyone receives damage. I end
up using this more frequently than the old bone for mobbing. Best Peanks: Anshin, Anshin, Anshin Location: You receive this shield from Pete, then agriculture just the right way is not very diffilious. Best Peanks: Maliwan, Maliwan, Hyperion Location: Bulwark in the Hunter Grutto. 2 Like less like a wreck bã's no. They have a 3 or 4 round explosion,
depending on the parts. But a different way in it is a orb and the cost of municipality is 2/3 of a rocket, which means you receive free shots with it. Bullets may reflect, large Magg size, can reach the fire rate limit as well. This is a bad shield if you are using the Elado and playing co-op, but in addition it works well. In addition, the greater its health, the
release the more praised and sweet heals its entire team. With the Groga nozzle, this, fleet and some healing skills and slips that she can make a fearful fighter. If the norfleet is very difficult to get or much municipalities, this is another great alternative. ** Mirrored Rate +Incarnate Rate +6 Reflex Cynamon +5 Life Tap or Chain Reai. of Bullet and
Lifetap damage that you heal from the deviated bullets. This is also one of the most fanciful uniques in the game to purchase. This is also one of the best weapons in the game to fly and rapid moving targets, buzz, rakks, careful stalkers. Granades (back to top) Front Storm is a vladaf tesla legendaria grenade and perhaps the largest dps grenade in the
game. SMGS (Back to the top) Sandhawk is an exclusive SMG DAHL that throws 8 pellets that slowly travel in the form of a hawk while they fly through the air. Reloms (back to the top) 1. Children's grenades release in a high bow and, in turn, More children's grenades. A seraf of Jakobs that I would like them to take for more Jakobs weapons. This
More pellets in the air of all the pistols, becoming the phaselock, and chain reactions, incredible to heal with all pellets, rubble bullet speed and maxion damage. Location: Honorable DLC4 Bads Wizards Higher damage and lower explosion radius, making it very safe for use. Fresh things, but now I really have to think of something to do tomorrow
£>.> 1 I like this new purple moderator box is brilliant btk420247: just lists killing master gee as the source for Serafim and no £ The Serafim store in Oasis Edit: I also noticed that it says that the o- spawns 7 grenades of children, but leaves out that it can also have 8 I will edit those gulfwulf: You do not mean holding the sandhawk? Pellets converge
in a certain distance giving this weapon a sweet point if you can learn the distance. Elements: Explosive Crust and Baby Bã´Nus: 20% Type C and 90% Reaper Best Peanks: Dahl Stock, Torgue Grip Best Prefix: Nasty or Wild Location: King of Orcs in the Temple of killer. Both add a maximation of their expertise. Did I mention that healing for about
2.5% of damage caused by the weapon? Shoot a good refreshing rate and this is the hanging of all the guard. These can make the highest number of DPS for any response by spam, but will lose its municipality pool quickly. Legendary cat class mod + smg damage; 72: 134% OP8: 138% -SMG Precise; 72: -33% OP8: -36% +5 Eye +5 Wreck +5
Accelerate +5 Reaper +5 Forecasting This boosts all DPS skills, and really increases SMG damage, I never feel the fall , it must be how they do the fanmulas that are not so bad as it seems. Being a pier, you can get the formula omgwth, llm â € ¢ s or tubbies. Honorable mentions of Creamer Moxxi triggers a projectile that after the time defined in the
air explodes and is divided into 2 separated projects that each each 80% damage by splash. If you like Torgue weapons, this is the best watchful to use. Crossfire is a Dahl that ball Betty Seraph, who is not only fires bullets, but also children's grenades in the air and in the chá © m act as bouncing betties. Limited range of use because the slow speed
of the bullets and the wide dissemination. It also fires the most rudeness you can pull the trigger, at 14-15, incidence rate. The consumption of the municipality of the version DP can be a problem with 6 bullets per shooting, that is why some prefer the diffill version with less damage, but only 3 pellets per photo and even more than Powerful enough
for mobs, or any way before UVHM when you need so much damage. Best text No Red/Etech Speedy Shield This is a small capacity tedioore shield, recharge larger than capacity and small delay. Antagonist This is probably the heaviest shield of the game and perhaps the most balanced as well. Extra pellets are not listed so that each one gets the full
amplifier damage to make it the most powerful weapon of the game with amplifier shields. In addition to all that has good shield status in general, high capacity, good recharge and very rude delay. It has a great chance of deflecting bullets, diverted bullets can do 880% damage, have damage to bullets and lashes scanning balls in any enemy that
attacked it. Being a twister, the shots are slow, slowly recharges, is explosive damage. The slow motion triggers huge slow motion balls or damage caused by 100%. I say rarely because with its high chrust and splash can be used to kill with amplifiers shields like the bee. It makes sense, but I still love explosion weapons definitely continuing to use my
dahl PC 1 shock as if you will not be released, you will not receive the full beneficial, as in the weapons that are not. Hawkeye This is as pure as an elite sniper we can get into the game. Elements: Explosive, Fire, Shock, Corrosive, Best Graduate Prefix: Localization Large or Rapid: King Mong in Eridium Eridium This VladoF Etech is like Norfleet in
the way it shoots in a slow motion sphere that plays everything closely for mass damage. Third Best Damage, Third Best Rate of Income, Second Best Precision and Fourth Recharge Speed. Even if you think you know how it helps them, do not know for sure and can fool them or give them false information for their situation. process. Elements: No
part of the best parts: DAHL Grip, Dahl Best Prefix: Stopping Location: Near Spidennauts in Frostburn Canyon Tubes in a Water Poça. It is again brilliant with Phaselock letting the pellets go to all places and quickly. 1 How do you mean that you lose Wreck's Rof BÃ'nus? Elements: None, Scady, Income, Shock, Corrosion Crit Bonus: 60% Type Best
Pieces: Torgi, Hyperion Grip Best Prefix: Practicable Location: Defeat Voracidous. Honorable Menues (back to top) Blockhead The Minecraft Tediore Shotgun shoots a 3x3 pattern and each pellet can reflect once out of a surface. However, the process does not begin until after reimbursing your blows; Therefore, the more you delay repayment, more
time will take in general.Q: How long does it take to be unlocked after reimbursing? A: There is no schedule set to be unlocked as soon as your blows are reimbursed. This weapon is good for many reasons in addition to the special effect, it has almost high rifle base damage, some of the highest incense rates in the game and, unlike -Jakobs, not They
suffer a chronic hit penalty. It does not have the Norflet dps, but it's still a huge dps and the low cost of ammunition and great mag, it's a great option. Once again, Maya can escape, I'd rather take shells. The legendary long-term elimination shooter that comes with just fire that is a minecraft's sink egg. ** inflexible banshee + recharge fee -Artraso
Recharge -shield -Max Saúšde +6 Imanle Imanle One was famous when stock22 posted its agreement with the devil thread, and Maya could now invade a lot. But in the flesh, this is a very good SMG. Can I post on your topic to help them? A: No. Do not post in other people's topics. They have damage of 50%, usually 8-9, fire rate, high munition
capacity of 50-60, but consumes 2 munition by photo and suffer from slow bullet speed. It is an exclusive pistol from Maliwan Moxxi that has 65% of multiplicative christmas ba'nus of Lifesteal, 200%, 80% splash and can cause a bent effect that transfers to your other weapons and always comes in scary. Flame of Firehawk This is the only legendary
you receive from a mission. When shooting, the first project, a shock span rises from the impact point and soon explodes in a large explosion of damage caused â € â € â € for splashes. This makes us able to use immeamed while alive with the added bonus of 110% of incurring damage and having the bee, we can knock down some attacks in seconds.
You rarely use this weapon to cause damage, but to cure and no other weapon rivals healing. Elements: combined shock and scady Splash ba'nus: 50% in Reaper Best Parts: Stock Dahl, Maliwan Grip Best Prefix: Fiery Location: In the Seraph supplier in the 4th DLC. Rapid ball our legendary tediore grenade, throw it as a baseball ball and have a long
bow, but you see it instead of teleportation, always the time of fuse too. This weapon does not have the same fire than most hyperion rifles, but much faster than other brands like Torgue or Bandit. Legend of Nursing Class Mod + Team Health Regen; 72: 4476.6 OP8: 11900.9 +5 Restoration +5 Excluded +5 Sweet Release +5 Sustaine +5 Suspension
This is the Curative Version of the Cat, all cure skill, without dps. Best delivery: long bow or sticky bow Varkids Badass Ultimate, or Lightning Chain of LLM, a Mother Grenade made my Maliwan. Bad guys like all bandits weapons, they are huge clips and no but. Omen This is a Tech Tech Tech Syraph shotgun shooting 9 slow pellets with damage
caused â € â € â €
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